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Physical Motivations: The Issues that Keep Me Up at Night

QCD has been a resounding success for describing some areas of strong-force
physics: Flavor flow, Color flow, Asymptotic Freedom (β < 0 CFT), etc.. But
there are still physical regimes that are not well understood: n-particle scattering
(amplitudes), strong coupling, confinement, etc.

How can we describe physics without weakly coupled perturbation theory: Use the
lattice (ask me about other work!), AdS/CFT (this talk!), Integrable Systems (ask
me about other work!), etc.

High energy scattering exhibits comparatively distinct and simple physical and
analytic behavior: scaling, unitarity, pole structure, etc.

What scattering processes probe this physics: Deep Inelastic Scattering using a
simple probe to better understand hadrons, Dijets with a rapidity gap or tagged
proton(s), etc.
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Ads/CFT

U U

d

How do we describe strongly
coupled field theory? Except for very high energies, quarks
and gluons are strongly coupled into stable bound states.
At some point perturbation theory must break down (RG
flow to λ > 1) and we need alternate descriptions: one
great possible description comes from AdS/CFT duality.

This is a holographic duality that equates a string
theory (gravity) in high dimension with a conformal
field theory (gauge) in d=4. The bulk is a limit of type
IIB string theory theory in compactified d=10 dim and
is conjectured to be an alternate description to N = 4
Super Yang Mills theory in d=4 and in the limit of large
’t Hooft coupling: λ = gsN = g2

ymNc = R4/α′2 >> 1.
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Physical Process

The
objects of interest are the AdS-Reggeons, which are identified
to be the Regge trajectory of the graviton and other gravity
fields. [Brower, Tan, et. al.]. Ads/CFT scattering amplitudes
can be constructed via a Feynman diagram like approach
[Witten] where the leading Regge amplitudes is a convolution

ψ1(z)ψ2(z) ∗ χ(z , z ′, s, t) ∗ ψ3(z ′)ψ4(z ′)

Naively this is a conformal description, but the AdS theory can be deformed to
describe a confining theory

ds2 = R2

z2
[
dz2 + dx · dx

]
+ R2dΩ5 → e2A(z) [dz2 + dx · dx

]
+ R2dΩ5

χ is an analytic function relating cm-energy,
√

s, to spin exchange,j, via a mellin transformation
and the momentum transfer t to the scattering impact parameter, ~b, via fourier transform.
(A(z) can be determined geometrically or a dynamic A(z) can be accomplished by treating this
as an effective field theory of the usual AdS theory + additional fields)
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Reggeon propagators can be written in a form
reminiscent of the weak coupling partonic description
χR ∼

∫
dj(α′ ŝ)j (1 + Cos(−iπj))Gj (t, z, z ′)

and the Gj
are AdS wavefunctions behaving like Bessel functions.
For a physical process like DIS we have hadronic
structure functions taht are singular as x → 0.
These can be expressed in terms of a standard moment
expansion: Mα(Q2) =

∫
dxx1−αFα(x ,Q2). For large Q2 this scales as a power of the

anomalous dimension γ.
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For AdS-Reggeons the operator dimensions admit
a convergent expansion in terms of the objects twist,
coupling, and anomalous dimension. These ∆− J
curves admit non-trivial convergent expansions and can
be calculated to high order using a mix of conformal,
string, and integrability techniques. Minimizing
these curves allows one to calculate Reggeon intercepts
at strong coupling. [Gromov, et. al.][Lipatov,
et. al.][Basso][Balitsky, et. al.] [Brower, et. al.]
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DIS in AdS
We are interested in deep inelastic scattering (DIS)
characterize by a virtual photon off a proton (γ∗p)

To characterize this process we consider the CM energy
s ≈ Q2/x for s large. In the regge limit, with Q2 fixed,
we can treat this process via the exchange of pomerons.
(leading order exchange in a sommerfeld-watson
decomposition). The primary route to physical
relevance is via the opital theorem

σtotal = 1
s Im [A(s, t = 0)] ∼ 1

s Im [χ(s, t = 0)]

We can use this to calculate total cross sections and to
determine the proton structure function

F2(x ,Q2) = Q2

4π2αem
(σtrans + σlong )

Finally we must be wary of saturation where we must
consider multipomeron exchange via eikonalization

χ→ 1− e iχ

[Cornalba, et. al.][Brower,
et.al.]
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Plots

F2
(x
,Q
)

The structure function F2(x ,Q2) plotted for farious values of Q2. The data points are from the
H1-Zeus collaboration and the solid lines are the soft wall fit values.
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Comparison With Previous Work

Model ρ g2
0 z0 Q’ χ2

dof
conformal 0.774∗ 110.13∗ – 0.5575∗GeV 11.7 (0.75∗)
hard wall 0.7792 103.14 4.96 GeV−1 0.4333 GeV 1.07 (0.69∗)
softwall 0.7774 108.3616 8.1798 GeV−1 0.4014 GeV 1.1035

softwall* 0.6741 154.6671 8.3271 GeV−1 0.4467 GeV 1.1245

Comparison of the best fit (including a χ sieve) values for the conformal, hard
wall, and soft wall AdS models. The final row includes the soft wall with improved
intercept. [Costa, Goncalves, Penedones][Gromov, Levkovich-Maslyuk, Sizov, Valatka]The
statistical errors (omitted) are all ∼ 1% of fit parameters.

As expected, best fit values imply

ρ→ λ > 1 1/z0 ∼ ΛQCD and Q′ ∼ mproton
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Higher point functions are subject to more general
optical theorems. [Mueller ,et al.]For example the
single particle inclusive differential cross section is
related to the discontinuity in ”missing mass”, M2,
of a related 6 point amplitude.

dσab→cX
d3PcdEc

≈ 1
2is DiscM2>0Aabc′→a′b′c

P
P

P

P
P

P

a

a’

c’

c

b

b’

Vcc’

In terms of an AdS amplitude this can
again be rewritten in terms of a convolution
Tabc′→a′b′c = Φab ∗ KP ∗ Vcc′ ∗ KP ∗ Φa′b′ .
Using a similar confining approach
as the DIS case leads to a behavior dσ ∼ p8

T .
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More Plots
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This is above ΛQCD , small pT behav-
ior might be different. Not exactly the
expected p−8

T behavior expected! Still,
χ2

dof ∼ 1
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Conclusions and Future Work
Conclusions:
• Conformal symmetry shows it’s use in a wide range of collider physics, not

limited to just AdS/CFT Regge physics [Randall, Sundrum][Georgi][Strassler, et. al.]
• DIS in small-x regge regime and 1P inclusive production in the central region

can both be well modeled using the AdS/CFT.
• Single pomeron exchange affects a large part of x and Q2 space
• Confinement seems to affect the onset of saturation in a variety of models
• Single particle inclusive production behaves like the exchange of a pair of

operators in region PT > ΛQCD
Future Directions:
• Softwall eikonal (better numerics or more clever solutions)
• AdS EOM to higher order in λ (Hard string calculation!)[Costa, Goncalves,

Penedones][Gromov, Levkovich-Maslyuk, Sizov, Valatka]
• Extend to meson exchange.[Karch, Katz, Son, Stephanov] [Brodsky, de Teramond]
• Incorporate higher order anomolous dimension, ∆(j), results. [Brower, Costa,

Djuric, TR, Tan] [Gromov, et. al][Lipatov, et. al.][Gromov, et. al.]
• More robust Ads wavefunctions and PDFs
• Formulate in terms of boundary CFT [Costa, Penedones, et. al.][TR,

Tan][Komargodski, et. al.]
• New processes and data setsBrower, Costa, Djuric, Nally, TR, Tan (KU) 6/13/17 12 / 21
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More on AdS/CFT
The correspondence relates string modes to CFT states via the correspondence:〈

e
∫

d4xφi (x)Oi (x)
〉

CFT
= Zstring [φi (x , z)|z→0]

• At high energies QCD is asymptotically free and approximately conformal

• The similarity between QCD and N = 4 SYM allows us to study the strong
interaction using string theory via a strong/weak duality.

• The AdS/CFT conjecture has passed many (theoretical) tests:spectra of
operators, wilson loops, correlation functions, etc. It is also robust:the
correspondance should allow for relevant deformations, finite temperatures,
etc.

• A lot of success has been found for the AdS/CFT in heavy ion collisions,
calculating entanglement entropies, and describing conformal field theories.

• In the basic correspondence, the theory is pure gluon, but we can use the
insertion of quarks as probes without backreaction. (i.e. ignoring higher order
in 1/Nc)Brower, Costa, Djuric, Nally, TR, Tan (KU) 6/13/17 14 / 21



More on Confinement

• Where are the single quarks? Naively, this could be explained by
a quark-quark energy that grows with seperation. At large
distance it becomes energetically favorable to create new quarks.

• Wilson originally used Wilson loops W = 1
N trPexp

(
ig
∮

C A
)

to
try and describe confinement. In the limit of large times, a
square path for a quark corresponds to the energy of two static
quarks. In a confining theory, the expectation of the wilson loop
to have an area dependence: < W >∼ exp(−σArea)

• In AdS Wilson loops in N = 4 SYM are dual to minimal
surfaces that extend into the bulk AdS.[Maldacena],[Polyakov]Note,
in pure AdS, distances diverge at the boundary (small z) and
become small in the interior of the bulk (large z).

T

X

q q
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• The original AdS/CFT conjecture predicts < W >∼ exp(−σT/x).[Maldacena]
But it was quickly shown that deformations of the AdS space lead to
confining behavior exp(−σTx) [Polchinski, Strassler],[Andreev,et.al.]

• For us, it is sufficient to consider a purely geometric confinement deformation. However, to
describe mesons it will be required to consider other dynamical fields in the bulk. [Karch,
et.al.], [de Teramond, Brodsky], [Batell, Gherghetta]1

1For a definitive discussion on confinement via AdS dilaton see a series of papers by [Gürsoy,
Kiritsis, et al.]
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Soft Wall Basics

In order to confine the theory one must effectively deform the AdS geometry. This
can be done via:
• Sharp cutoff – z = z0 ≈ 1/ΛQCD (Hard Wall Model) [Polchinski,

Strassler],[Brower, et.al.]

• Gradual increase in length scales / large effective potential boundary for large
z leads to possible bound states: confinement

For our geometric softwall, the deformation function becomes
A(z)→ cΛ2z2/3−Log(z/R), where c = ±1. This leads to a metric

ds2 → e2cΛ2z2/3R2

z2
[
dz2 + dx · dx

]
We wish to use this soft wall model to describe deep inelastic scattering at leading
order in the regge-limit. For 2 c=±1 the soft wall exhibits confining wilson-loop
behavior. The soft wall will actually act like an effective hard-wall where the
minimal surface will respect z > zmin

2c=1 has phenomenological issues to be a complete confining theory, but also some features
that have warrant investigation on their own. [Karch, et. al.], [Andreev, et. al.]
Brower, Costa, Djuric, Nally, TR, Tan (KU) 6/13/17 17 / 21



Propagators and Wave functions

In this framework the pomeron propagator obeys:[
−∂2

z − (t + 2cΛ2) + (Λ4z2 + 15
4z2 ) + α2(j)e2A(z)

R2

]
χP(j , z , z ′, t) = δ(z − z ′)

where α2(j) = 2
√
λ(j − j0). The solution to this equation can take several forms.

We can construct the propagator using a spectral approach

χn ∼ (Λ2zz ′)α(j)+1e−Λ2(z2+z′2)Lαn (2Λ2z2)Lαn (2Λ2z ′2)→ χP =
∑

n

χn(z)χn(z ′)
t − tn

Where as for a continuous t spectrum the solution becomes a combination of
Whittaker’s functions (generalized hyper geometric functions)

χP ∼ ...Mκ,µ(z<)Wκ,µ(z>)

for κ = κ(t) and µ = µ(j)
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Special Limits
• Λ controls the strength of the soft wall and in the limit Λ→ 0 one recovers

the conformal solution

Imχconformal
P (t = 0) = g2

0
16

√
ρ3

π
(zz ′)e(1−ρ)τ

τ 1/2 exp
(
−(Logz − Logz ′)2

ρτ

)
where τ = Log(ρzz ′s/2) and ρ = 2− j0. Note: this has a similar behavior to
the weak coupling BFKL solution where

Imχ(p⊥, p′⊥, s) ∼ s j0
√
πDLogs

exp(−(Logp′⊥ − Logp⊥)2/DLogs)

• If we look at the energy dependence of the pomeron propagator, we can see a
softened behavior in the forward regge limit.

χconformal ∼ −sα0 Log−1/2(s)→ χHW ∼ −sα0/Log−3/2(s)

Analytically, this corresponded to the softening of a j-plane singularity from
1/
√

j − j0 →
√

j − j0. Again, we see this same softened behavior in the soft
wall model.

• (Possibly) interesting limit: conformal quantum mechanics. Here the EOM
simplifies and takes the form of a model with 1+1 dimensional conformal
symmetry[Fubini]
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Trajectory and Impact parameter

Traditional regge behavior for mesons (e.g. ρ) leads resonance exchange
depending linearly on spin and excitation number

m2 ∼ t ∼
{

j
n

It has been shown that meson exchange using the AdS/CFT can reproduce this
behavior [Katz, et. al.], [Brodsky, et.al.], [Brower, et.al.] , but taking into account stringy
effects and finite coupling lead to a power series behavior in j. [Brower, et. al.]
Our softwall model leads to a spectrum3

tn = Λ2(4n + d(j)) = Λ2
(

4n + 2α(j) + 2− 2c +
(

2
3α(j)2 − 3

8

))
where α2(j) = 2

√
λ(j − j0). The original term is linear near j ∼ 2, but higher

order corrections keep linear behavior at large j.

3This approach utilizes a ∆(j, λ) spectral curve that allows us to consider large anomolous
dimensions.
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More Plots
Confromal Hardwall

Softwall Contour plots of Im[χ] as a function of
1/x vs Q2 (Gev) for conformal, hard-
wall, and softwall models. These plots
are all in the forward limit, but the
impact parameter representation can
tell us about the onset of non-linear
eikonal effects. The similar behavior for
the softwall implies a similar conclusion
about confinement vs saturation.
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